The manuscript aims at explaining the origin of the Mediterranean Waters warming during the twentieth century considering in situ temperature and salinity profiles from MEDATLAS data set over a time period 1943-2000 and extending the analysis time period using RADMED monitoring data which span the time period 1992-2015 over the Spanish waters of the Western Mediterranean. A box model has been implemented to simulate the steady state of the Atlantic-Mediterranean system and the averaged observations have been used to initialize the model. The atmospheric forcings have been taken from the literature and 3 model configurations have been tested in order to reproduce the observed water masses characteristics and trends. The computed trends from the data are consistent with the once already present in literature, as expected, since the MEDATLAS data set has been already used for this purpose in other publications. The box model is able to reproduce the computed water mass properties and the computed trends only if evaporation and heat flux are increased. Not always the trends are statistically significant due to data sparseness.
-MedatlasII temperature and salinity data time distribution over the time period 1940-1960 in the whole Mediterranean Sea.
3. The extension of the analysis till 2015 only considering the Spanish waters monitoring observations is not scientifically sound when the Copernicus Marine service provides both Near Real Time and REPprocessed data starting from 1950 till 2017 and 2016 respectively. It provides also global OA maps used in recent publications to estimate the Ocean Heat Content anomaly and trend (see Ocean State Report 2016). 4. The statistical analysis is very weak without any detail about the data distribution, the number of data per box. 5. The implementation of a box model is not able to answer to the posed question and in many cases the author recommends the use of satellite data or 3D models. Once again, the Copernicus Marine service provides many satellite and reanalysis products, both global and regional, covering the analysis period and it is advisable to consider these products to substantiate the results. 6. The manuscript is not well organized, the experimental design is confused and not clearly described, the results section is superficial, the figures are not well described in the captions, the discussion and conclusions sections presents many repetitions from the introduction, while the conclusions are briefly stated at the end. 
Discussion and Conclusions
• Lines till 330 should be part of the introduction, what's their meaning here?
• Lines 340 and Lines 355: if you think that these studies should be made considering 2D circulation models why did not you use them. Copernicus Marine service provides many reanalysis products for the Med region and you did not even mention them). • Lines 385-395 is a repetition of the introduction • Lines 410-415: you are describing only here figure 7c and d, why? They shourd go in the results.
